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BRAKE MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL

ECUADOR!
32 YEARS AND STILL IN LOVE WITH THIS NATION
AND ITS BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
It was supposed to be a simple prayer for a couple needing help with their marriage.
They had stopped us on our way out of the sanctuary after the Sunday service, and we
were glad to oblige. But when we said “Amen” and opened our eyes, that simple
prayer had clearly initiated an avalanche of hunger for a touch from God. A lineup of 50
people had immediately formed, all wearing expressions of hope and faith that today
would be their day.

We did not know that we were not supposed to have a prayer line. The government
had forbidden such, as part of their “Covid protocols”; sometimes it is good not to
know; or to know, and to proceed regardless. Proceed we did, determined to stand
and pray for as long as the line persisted. The line kept lengthening, and we felt God’s
strengthening. We had already been there 4.5 hours ministering in 2 services, but how
can you walk away from a desperate crowd?
One woman came with pain and sorrow in her eyes. Her hand was immobile and in
great pain, due to a protruding tumor for which she was scheduled for surgery. As we
prayed quietly, Lenora and I both witnessed the tumor shrinking down before our eyes.
Our translator saw it as well. Immediately the woman who had been in pain began
opening and closing her hand freely, something she had been unable to do when she
rst approached us.
King Jesus is still in the business of healing broken lives, marriages, bodies, and
hearts. People gave their hearts to Jesus that morning. Salvation is always the greatest
miracle of all. One miracle…one touched life…makes a journey worthwhile. But there
were many more miracles during our wonderful time in Ecuador. For nearly 32 years we
have had the privilege of working in this beautiful nation. But it seems God always
saves the best wine for last. The Spirit of God is breathing over that land in a fresh and
powerful way. Every meeting saw a touch of heaven. In a time of global panic, heaven
is touching earth; light is conquering darkness; the kingdoms of this world will
ultimately give way to the Kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. He won
through the Cross & Resurrection, and thus we are winning too. The battle is real, but
the outcome is foreordained.
When we nally came to the end of the prayer line that Sunday afternoon, the ministry
pastors and leaders in Quito shared their awe at what God had done: “Did you know
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we have not had prayer lines for over a year because of Covid? But today we have
seen the hunger of the people, and their need for a physical touch from God; enough of
these excessive restrictions! We are reopening our altars and prayers lines immediately
as we go forward; we will not restrict the people any further from coming. The doors of
the church and of our hearts must be open wide to receive the harvest!”
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Thank you so much friends for praying for us. Your prayers sustained us and even
more, we felt supernaturally enabled beyond our normal capacity. After a severe battle
with Covid back in January, my lungs have been slow to recover, and anxiety about
going to a city at 10,000’ elevation was something I contended with as we prepared to
head to Quito. But we knew God had commissioned us, and that He would take care
of us…and did He ever! Under normal circumstances it is tough to function at that high
altitude…especially with preaching. But something supernatural happened to both of
us. We not only had zero problem with the altitude, we actually felt an amazing strength
in our lungs. We even were as high as 15,300’ feet…and felt fantastic! It didn’t make
any sense, from a physical standpoint; but God has His ways to demonstrate His
a rmation. On top of that high volcano (Cayambe), we felt like youngsters in our 20’s,
scampering over the rocks without the slightest strain. Our God is a a God of wonders!
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With such a successful mission under our belts, we are fervent to continue in the
saddle of global outreach. God willing we will go back to Quito in July, to do some
groundwork for upcoming evangelism campaigns in the capitol cities of 2 of the
southern provinces. Our colleagues are actually preparing for a major healing crusade
in each of the 24 provincial capitols, and we hope to support and participate this
endeavor however we can.
We also want to return to see the completion of the medical clinic they are building to
serve the community with free medical and dental care. It is about 80% completed, a
beautiful facility, and this too is a project we are partnering with nancially. We are
grateful for those who may feel led to join with us in investing in these great e orts that
are expanding Christ’s Kingdom and bringing transformation to thousands of lives.
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(This is the Medical Clinic which will soon be completed - pray with us that our friends
can soon nish and open this great outreach to one of Quito’s neighborhoods)
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But before we get back to Ecuador, we have many other places to set our feet,
primarily in Uganda, Bulgaria, and Israel during the rst half of 2022; and then after
Ecuador & Mexico in July, we are targeting Indonesia, India, and Mozambique for the
second half of 2022.
Until all that unfolds, we continue day by day and month by month, traveling to places
and people and churches as God directs, declaring a word in season for these unique
times in which we are all living, and trusting Jesus to make us a fruitful as possible in
these great days of harvest.
Thank you again for you love, prayer, and support. Together with our friends and with
God’s abundant grace, we continue pursuing our mission and experiencing the joy of
seeing lives changed and set free by His great love.
Running but not wearied,
KELLY & LENORA
3034 Savannah Oaks Circle
Tarpon Springs, FL 34688
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